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Foreword
I am pleased to present the Strategic Delivery Plan 2020/21 for the
Financial Intelligence Unit (FIU).
The priorities identified in this Strategic Delivery Plan build upon the
objectives identified by the FIU Board and the priorities set for 2019/20
and aim to ensure that the FIU provides a central focus and lead for all
AML/CFT intelligence within the Island.
It continues to incorporate matters identified as key priorities in the 2015
National Risk Assessment, the Moneyval 5th Round Mutual Evaluation
Report and subsequent 2019 Moneyval follow up report.
The capacity and resourcing of the FIU to adapt to the changing criminal
environment and the resulting quality and currency of its intelligence will
be critical to the FIU’s ability to implement the strategy set out in this
document. The FIU and the FIU Board are committed to the FIU
continuing to make the improvements required in order that the FIU may
play its role in pro-actively combatting global financial crime and terrorist
financing and protecting the Island’s future.

John L M Quinn
H.M. Attorney General
Chair of the FIU Board
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Strategic Objectives
The FIU’s strategic objectives for the following year, as identified by the FIU Board, are to:
1. Provide a high level of focus to the development of analysis products both operational
and strategic;
2. Provide support to the Economic Crime Unit to seek an improvement in the use of
financial intelligence to successfully investigate and prosecute money-laundering offences,
and confiscate the proceeds of crime;
3. Develop and improve access to the widest possible range of financial intelligence; and
4. Focus on the development of knowledge and skills for combatting the emerging threats
from crypto-enabled crime and convertible and non-convertible virtual currencies.
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Key Supporting Initiatives for 2020/21
In order to meet its strategic objectives, the FIU has identified its key supporting initiatives for 2020/ 21
as:
1. To provide a high level of focus to the development of analysis products both operational
and strategic.





To identify, assess and understand the money laundering and terrorist financing risk to the Isle of
Man; to build knowledge of the threat and risks and work with other authorities to mitigate these
risks;
To deliver strategic financial intelligence products, analysis, typologies and guidance to other
competent authorities and business in the regulated sector; and
To work with the widest range of AML/CFT stakeholders to provide input into the assessment of
risk, taking priorities from the Isle of Man’s National Risk Assessment 2020.

2. To provide support to the Economic Crime Unit to seek an improvement in the use of
financial intelligence to successfully investigate and prosecute money laundering and
terrorist financing offences, and confiscate the proceeds of crime .






To further improve the financial intelligence product through developing financial intelligence
packages, which when allocated to ECU will better direct and inform on the evidence that will lead
to successful prosecutions; and
To consider actions that will improve closer collaboration between the FIU and Law Enforcement
Agencies;
To receive and analyse feedback, typologies and operational experiences from competent
authorities to inform the FIU’s functions.
To increase the focus on domestic offending and particularly domestic serious organised criminal
activity.

3. To develop and improve access to the widest possible range of financial intelligence.






To develop systems that will allow the FIU to more effectively analyse SARs and other data, as
well as other types of financial intelligence and relevant information. To perform operational
analysis thereby adding value to SAR’s and the subsequent intelligence product;
Outreach to all regulated business to ensure that they are registered on THEMIS and fully
understand their obligation to disclose suspicions of ML and TF;
To develop and seek financial and law enforcement intelligence and other information from
international counterparts; and
To obtain comprehensive feedback and intelligence from LE investigations, prosecutions and
Confiscation.

4. Focus on the development of knowledge and skills for combatting the emerging threat
from crypto-enabled crime and/ convertible and non-convertible virtual currencies.
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Development of staff knowledge and expertise in the identification of money laundering and
terrorist financing utilising virtual currencies;
Continue outreach to all regulated sectors and designated business to more fully understand the
risk from Fintech and virtual currencies.
Build upon professional relationships with industry leaders in this rapidly evolving sector.
Amongst other things, the supporting initiatives outlined in this plan have been developed to
enhance the value and relevance of intelligence for the FIU’s partner agencies in order to
effectively support the continuation of successful outcomes. These Key Supporting Initiatives
recognise the importance of collaboration with the FIU’s partner agencies, integrating intelligence
from the FIU’s partners with the FIU’s own financial intelligence products, and targeting the FIU’s
own resources towards joint priorities.

Measuring Effectiveness
The FIU will measure its progress and effectiveness by assessing a range of performance indicators.
These include the quality, relevance and usefulness of its products, its interactions with law enforcement
agencies and other FIUs and feedback from its stakeholders on the value of its training and analytical
products.
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Key Aims for 2020/21
In focussing on its Strategic Objectives and Key Supporting Initiatives the FIU will, amongst other
things:
1. Provide a high level of focus to the development of analysis products both operational
and strategic.





Seek to work in collaboration with other agencies’ analytical capabilities to deliver high quality
strategic documents;
Continue to develop staff with a focus on cultivating analytical capability and skills;
Embrace the learning opportunities provided by ECOFEL to develop staff excellence and
leadership;
Focus on the Medium / High and High-risk sectors as identified by the IoM NRA 2020 and seek to
mitigate these risks.

2. Provide support to the Economic Crime Unit to seek an improvement in the use of
financial intelligence to successfully investigate and prosecute money laundering and
terrorist financing offences and confiscate the proceeds of crime






Consider and introduce initiatives as outlined in the Egmont Group papers “FIU’s working with LE
authorities and Prosecutors” and the “Customs – FIU cooperation handbook”.
To embed a FIU officer within the ECU to maximise intelligence development, collate feedback,
typologies and identification of new threats and risk;
Conduct a review of FIU product and to deliver the highest possible quality case disseminations,
which will establish a clear direction of investigation; and
Establish a multi-agency group to focus on domestic serious and organised crime, ensuring that
financial intelligence is sought and developed in all cases of acquisitive crime.

3. Develop and improve access to the widest possible range of financial intelligence:




Further develop timely access to financial flows information;
Continue to focus on the regulated sector ensuring the submission of
comprehensive SARs, encouraging industry analysis where appropriate; and
Develop access to financial intelligence sources.

high quality and

4. Focus on the development of knowledge and skills for combatting the threat from crypto
crime and convertible and non-convertible virtual currencies.
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Participate in the Egmont Information Exchange Working Group projects on virtual currencies and
cyber and cyber enabled crime and fintech; and
Use online training resources to build and develop staff knowledge and expertise to help enhance
officer’s skills in the detection and investigation of crime involving virtual currencies.

Financial Resources for 2020-21
There has a been a significant increase in funding in respect of the FIU since its inception in 2016,
allowing the FIU to fulfil its obligations in respect of the recruitment, training and professional
development of staff, as well as the acquisition of the hardware and software required to undertake
improved online reporting and the analysis of bulk data.
Whilst recruitment of staff has not been overly burdensome, there are now indications that retention of
staff is being problematic. Three of the last four members of staff that left the FIU took on roles in
industry. The FIU cannot presently compete with industry’ terms and conditions and this trend may
prove to be difficult to manage in the short term and damaging to the FIU in the medium to long term.
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